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FAMILY HISTORY

WHAT IS A GENEALOGIST?

Genealogy is the process of studying and tracing our family 
lineage, line, or history. People research their family 
history for many reasons – they might be curious about 
what happened to their ancestors, want to know more 
about where their family came from, see if there are 
any reoccurring patterns (like a particular career or 
hobby), or want to understand themselves, their 
identity, and their place in the world better. 

WHAT IS A GENEALOGIST?

FAMILY HISTORY
Family history is such a varied and fascinating 

subject, and each and every one of us is a great 

protagonist in our own unique story. Family 

history connects us in so many ways: it embraces 

diversity and individuality, but also highlights 

our connections and similarities as human 

beings. Without our ancestors, who would we 

be? It can be quite a surprise to delve into the 

past  that shapes us, but it is an exciting 

exploration into where we come from, who we 

are, and who we strive to be. 

There are many types of genealogists. There are amateur genealogists, people who typically research the history of their own family. Then, there are professional genealogists, like those at the Irish Family History Centre located in EPIC, experts who have trained for many years to use things such as research software and record analysis to help other people discover more about their family history. There are also genealogists who specialise in a particular area, time period, or subject. Some genealogists even work alongside police or lawyers as detectives, analysing DNA and family records to help track down family members to solve crimes!

A HISTORY OF ... GENEALOGY
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CRESTS AND 
FAMILY TREES

A HISTORY OF ... GENEALOGY cont.

CRESTS AND 
FAMILY TREES

McCarthy

O’Neill

Chinese philosopher, Confucius

Father Thomas Quinn Father Patrick Quinn

Family trees and other genealogy techniques 

and programmes are important to aid students in 

not only the understanding of history but also in 

gaining a sense of self through putting their own 

family into the context of history. 

The longest Family Tree in the world to date 

is that of the Chinese Philosopher Confucius 

( 551 - 479 BC), and includes more that 2 

million people! You may have heard of the 

Confucian ‘Golden Rule’ – ‘Do unto others, as you 

would have them do unto you’ – very wise words indeed.

Nowadays, family history is researched, recorded and represented in 
many different ways. From the more traditional forms of oral 
storytelling, theatre, family trees and diaries; to newer
inventions such as object analysis, exhibitions, and film! 

A six week programme ran by the Irish Family History 
Centre. It includes a workshop where students put 
together a family history portfolio. See resources at the 
end of this pack. 

GENEALOGY TODAYGENEALOGY TODAY

myStory Schools ProgrammemyStory Schools Programme

At EPIC The Irish Emigration Museum, they tell the stories of 
many Irish people from all around the world. These people 
emigrated, or left Ireland, for all sorts of reasons: because they 
were looking to get married, �nd work or obtain land; they 
wanted an adventure or to have new experiences; or because 
they had to due to terrible events such as the Great Famine of AD 
1845 – 1852 and the Penal Laws. 

At EPIC, they tell the story of one of Strokestown’s 1,490 families. 
Patrick and Thomas Quinn were two little boys of just 12 years 
and 6 years old. From Lisonu�y, they were likely to have been 
friends of Daniel and Catherine Tighe, whose stories we feature 
on page 5 of this pack. They walked to Dublin together, sailed on 
the same Famine Ship Naomi and also found themselves 
orphaned in Canada. On his deathbed in the Grosse Île 
Quarantine Station their father urged them ‘Remember your 
Soul and your Liberty’ - something they never forgot. They both 
became priests. You can learn their story and that of many, many 
more emigrants from over the centuries on a visit to the award 
winning EPIC The Irish Emigration Museum.
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ACTIVITY: FAMILY TREE

Can you trace your family back to the Famine?  
To your great great grandparents?

Speak to your parents and grandparents to find out.
Use the following family tree to see how far back you can fill together.
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If you’re not sure of full names, you can leave �rst names blank or write ‘Unknown’.
     

Make your tree unique to you –  decorate it your way. You could draw a speci�c type of 
tree that means something special to your family, such as a Christmas tree, or a Japanese 

Cherry Blossom tree. 



TIGHE FAMILY STORY

A FOCUS ON THE TIGHE / TYE FAMILY 

Bernard Tighe  - Father  Lisonuffy, Strokestown
William Kelly  - Uncle Tulsk, Co. Roscommon
Mary Kelly Tighe - Mother Lisonuffy, Strokestown
  Thomas 14  
  Daniel 12   
  Catherine 9 
  Martin                                                      
  Child - Name Unknown   

WILLIAM KELLYWILLIAM KELLY

TIGHE FAMILY STORY
Bernard Tighe from Lisonuffy, Strokestown married Mary Kelly from the next village, Tulsk. By 

the time the Famine hit they had five children. Bernard died before 1847 - we do not know how 

- perhaps of hunger. Mary is left alone as a widow with five children to rear. Without her 

husband by her side to provide for the family,  Mary fell into arrears on her small plot in 

Lisonuffy and was threatened with an eviction notice by Major Denis Mahon her Landlord. Major 

Mahon offered a second option - if she gave up her farm peaceably - that of paying for her and 

her children to leave Ireland in search of a new life on another continent, thousands of miles 

from their home.

NAME PLACE OF BIRTH

Baili� Robinson

Many of our 1,490 would have been illiterate. Due to 
phonetics the TIGHE Family name was abrupted TYE.
 This happened with many family surnames, making it 

difficult to trace descendents. 

In a desperate attempt to save her family Mary, afraid of travelling 
alone, convinced her brother William Kelly to travel with her and her 
children. As a group of seven, we see them travel under William’s 
name. As part of our 1,490 they walk to Dublin - a long, hard trek for 
five little children. They then travel to Liverpool where they wait, in 
horrific insanitary conditions, for a ship to take them on to Canada. 

A COFFIN SHIP  CALLED  ‘NAOMI’A COFFIN SHIP  CALLED  ‘NAOMI’
On the 15th of June 1847, William, Mary and the five 

children embarked on a Ship named Naomi, along with c. 350 

other Strokestown emigrants. Of this journey, Daniel is 

reported to have said to his grandson Léo Tye: 

“The voyage was a long nightmare of eight weeks. Drinking 

water ran low and food was reduced to one meal a day. 

Comfort and hygiene were non-existent.”

Despite Major Denis Mahon paying for extra provisions for 

his tenants, it would appear they did not receive them.
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THE TIGHES RETURN

Daniel 12yrs & 
Catherine 9 yrs

A FOCUS ON THE TIGHE / TYE FAMILY cont. 

THE TIGHES RETURN

TRANSATLANTIC VOYAGE / GROSSE ILETRANSATLANTIC VOYAGE / GROSSE ÎLE

ADOPTION AND LIFE IN CANADA ADOPTION AND LIFE IN CANADA 
From Grosse-Île the orphans were brought to the orphange in Quebec.  A parish priest from outside Quebec took the Orphans into his care and on his journey back to his parish met with Francois Coulombe from Lotbiniere. The Coulombe’s were a childless elderly couple with a farm and were in search of a boy to help work on it.  They chose Daniel. As they walked away, little Catherine went hysterical, ran after them and clung to Daniel’s leg. He was the only person left in the world that she knew. The Coulombes watched this scene and turned around and said ‘On va prendre les deux’ – ‘We will take them both’. The Coulombes treated them well and Daniel inherited the farm, which his great-grandson Richard Tye still lives on in 2020. Catherine went to work as a priest’s housekeeper before returning to live with Daniel and his Family on the Farm. Sadly, she died of appendicitis in her 30’s. Daniel went on to marry a woman called Virginie and they had 8 children - 4 boys and 4 girls. He has many descendants living today. 

Naomi

Crossing the Atlantic Ocean, sadly, beame the most treacherous 

part of the journey for our 1,490 and two of our four ships the 

Virginius and Naomi had a 50 % death rate. The Tighes and the 

Quinns fared badly with only two orphaned children from each 

family surviving. Daniel recounted the pain of watching family 

members being thrown overboard and buried at sea. 

Naomi - 1847
• Sails Liverpool - June 15th

• Arrives Grosse Île Quarantine Station: August 10th - 45 days at sea

• 11 days waiting in quarantine at Sea in Grosse Île

• 196 of its 421 passengers do not survive

Most of our 1,490 descendants remain unknown to us, the connections lost to history as those who 

survived struggled in their new world.  We continue to search for them. 

We do know that in 1887, Father Patrick Quinn did return to Strokestown.

In 2013, as part of ‘The Gathering’ the Strokestown Community invited Richard Tye back home. So 166 

years after little Daniel left, Daniel’s great grandson set foot on Irish soil for a magnificent 10 day 

welcoming celebration and to meet his distant cousins, thus closing the full circle for this one family. 

Learn about the Tighe / Tye Family Gathering as covered by RTE’s Nationwide on two YouTube Videos:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTETOKef2eQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I9deLSRgdY0
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Family History isn’t 
just about what people 
do - places can be very 
important too. Using 
the canvas opposite, 
draw either a) or b) 
listed below.

a)Imagine you are 
Daniel on the National 
Famine Way and  
draw a picture of the
Royal Canal

b)Imagine you are 
Daniel. Draw a 
picture of your old 
home in Ireland

Who adopted Daniel and Catherine?  Where did they live?
3

Why did the Tighe Family name change to Tye?4

What Ship did the Tighe Family sail on in 1847? 
2

1
How old was Daniel Tighe in 1847? 

5

ACTIVITY: TIGHE / TYE FAMILY QUIZ
1) 12 yrs;  2) Naomi;  3) Coulombes, Lotbiniere;  4) Illiteracy, Phonetics
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ACTIVITY: SCHOOLS FOLKLORE COLLECTION - FAMINE
                     - CHECK OUT YOUR SCHOOL

NATIONAL FOLKLORE COLLECTION
  
The National Folklore Collection is a wonderful resource which is now mostly digitised and available on  
https://www.duchas.ie/en.  If you click the Collections tab, you will see that it consists of three collections:
 

The Schools Collection 
 
From 1937 to 1938 the Irish Folklore Commision collected material from more than 50,000 school children in over 
5,000 schools across Ireland. 

Your school will most likely be one of these schools.
 
The material collected was anything from oral history, family traditions, local folktales and legends, to customs found 
in everyday life. The material was information collected by the children in the community, most commonly from 
parents, grandparents, and neighbours. The children then wrote their material in the form of journals which have now 
been digitised and are available for free on duchas.ie. 
 
The School’s collection is not only a great example of connecting current students to the past through observing the 
documents but also can provide a personal connection. Many of the students who participated in the collection could 
easily be a relative of current students and with the simple search function on duchas.ie, all that is needed is a name 
and county to do this research.  

SCHOOLS COLLECTION - Search under All Counties to �nd your county and then your school.
                                             Click the pages arrow on the top right to �ick through the pages of the journal.
                                               The Schools Collection included a question on the Famine, can you �nd it? 
                                             Learn about many local cultures and events. Can you �nd two that 
                       interest you from your local community? Why did you choose them?
                                             Do you recognise the Family names?
                                             Are any of them related to you?
 
 

Check out what the children from your school wrote in their
journals about the Famine and other things in your area. 

The Main Manuscript Collection
For this collection, professional Folklorists were appointed in each area and gathered key local oral knowledge and 
memories. You can search the main collection tab under Famine to see stories from your local area. 
 
 

The Photographic Collection 

A treasure trove of images which again can be searched by county.
 
Further information on the National Folklore Collection available at: https://www.duchas.ie/en
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Step 1: THE INTERROGATION ROOM 
Conduct an oral history interview

ACTIVITY: EPIC THE IRISH EMIGRATION MUSEUM 
– BECOME A FAMILY HISTORY DETECTIVE

So we’ve discovered who our family is, but we don’t know 

much about them, or how our family might have impacted us 

and our own identity. Detectives often unearth important 

clues by speaking to witnesses – or in this case, family 

members. For this activity, get your notepad ready, and choose 

an older member of your family to bring in for questioning!

Step 1: THE INTERROGATION ROOM 
Conduct an oral history interview

What were you like at my age? What hobbies or 

interests did you have - what did you do for fun?

Recount a funny story from your childhood.

What jobs did your parents have? 

Tell me about something that happened to you that really impacted you. 

Tell me about an historical event that 
happened during your lifetime that you 
remember vividly.

Do you know of any stories from your grandparents?

What kind of house did you live in as a child? 

Did the family always live in the same place, 

and if not, where did they move to/ from?

Did a relative teach you any skills that became a big part of your life story, for example, carpentry, playing an instrument, sewing, knitting, or farming?

Before you begin, devise 10 questions 
you want to ask your family member. 
We have some sample questions below to 
help guide you, but you are welcome to 
come up with a selection of your own 
unique questions if you want to dig 
deeper. Remember to write down 
everything you can – 
there could be an important clue afoot!

QUESTIONS
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If you’re not sure of full names, you can leave �rst names blank or write ‘Unknown’.
     

Make your tree unique to you –  decorate it your way. You could draw a speci�c type of 
tree that means something special to your family, such as a Christmas tree, or a Japanese 

Cherry Blossom tree. 



ACTIVITY: BECOME A FAMILY HISTORY DETECTIVE cont.

Step 2: FORENSICS Object Analysis
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Want to explore further? Check out family history website 
www.Twile.com, where you can create your own digital family 

tree for free! 

You can even invite family members to contribute their own life 
experiences. 

FACT FILE

What object have
you chosen?

Who did/ does it 
belong to?

Where did it
come from?

What is special
about it?  

Sketch a picture of the object below, or include a 
photograph of it. If it is a photograph or 
document, use a scan or copy so as not to use 
the original.

Congratulations!

You are now a 

fully-�edged Family 

History Detective! 

Did you know that objects can be valuable sources of evidence? 
Sometimes a whole case is held together by an object found at the 
scene of the crime. Objects can often reveal clues about what 
occurred in the past, and objects in your home, particularly old 
objects, can reveal a lot about your family history and identity. 
Perhaps your aunt held on to a coat button that belonged to a 
sibling who died young, or your grandfather has a medal from a 
war, sport or competition that he took part in.

For this task, �nd an object or document at home that relates to 
your family’s history and identity. Then �ll out the fact �le below. 
If you can’t �nd anything at all, you can pick an object from your life 
that holds great meaning to you, and share its story instead.
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GENEALOGY TODAY  /  RESOURCES 

Guide to Genealogy (Science & Nature)  

by National Geographic Kids
This fascinating guide is the ultimate how-to 
for newbie genealogists. Exploring up to date 
resources, step-by-step guides, advancements 
and methods in a fun magazine format, there’s 
a plethora of activities to try, including how to 
make a genealogy board game!

Family Tree Magazine

The adult ‘Family Tree’ magazine also has a 
fantastic 
kid’s website that is jam-packed full of games 
and activity suggestions to take your genealog-
ical research further, including downloadable 
family tree templates.
https://www.familytreemagazine.com/kids-ge-
nealogy/ 

Historopedia; The Story of Ireland from 
Then Until Now   

by John and Fatti Burke
Genealogy isn’t just about discovering who 
your relatives were, it’s also exploring what 
they experienced. Uncover more about your 
Irish ancestors life no matter where they were 
from in this unique and vibrant introduction 
to Irish history for all ages.

Irish Family History Centre

Sometimes we all need a helping hand, and the 
staff at the Irish Family History Centre are 
experts in what they do. Come and visit as a 
family or arrange for us to do a workshop with 
your class and become a family history detective.
https://www.irishfamilyhistorycentre.com/ 

National Library of Ireland

For Family History Detectives who wish to 
explore records and archives further, The Nation-
al Library has a fantastic range of online resourc-
es, downloadable guides and even 
a genealogy advisory service to avail of.
https://www.nli.ie/en/family-history-introduc-
tion.aspx 

Twile   

Want to take your family tree further? Create a 
digital timeline of everything that's ever hap-
pened in your family with this website. Pull 
together all of your family history, memories, 
photos and stories in the same place, and invite 
family members all around the world to take 
part.
https://twile.com/ 

myStory Schools Program
The Irish Family History Centre's myStory programme is available to help you and your students put 
together a family history portfolio/project, using websites and exercises. After an initial workshop 
which can be done as a stand alone activity we work with you and your students for six weeks to put 
together a project focused in exploring their own genealogy. Then, for the last two weeks, the 
students can create something of their own, inspired by a topic or theme they came across during the 
first few weeks. The activities in the myStory programme serve as an example of skills students can 
gain to greater understand their place in history. 


